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d Preference The stron venlrd preferrim states 
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- An important problem in applied economics is to develop ‘1 moiietary 
measure of the gains or losses that individuals experience <i5 ‘1 result of price 
changes. For example, as we will show in Part VI, if sellers of a commodity 
are relatively few In number, they may be able to raise the market price of 
the commodity in order to obtain greater prohts To put a monetarv cost on 
this distortion, we need 5ome way ot evaluating the welfare loss that 
consumers experience from the price rise Similarly, some inventions cause 
the price of products to fall dramatically (consider the invention of the 
electronic chip, for example), and in this case we might wish to evaluate how 
much consumers gain In order to make such calculations, economists have 
developed the concept of consiime~ surplus, which permits welfare gains or 
losses to be estimated from knowledge of the market demand curve for a 

CONSUMER 
SURPLUS 

‘‘I H. S. Houthakker, “Revealed Preference and the Utility Function,” Eronvrnrca 17 (May 1950): 
15Y-174. 

nikutta
Quelle: Walter Nicholson: Microeconomic Theory, Basic Principles and Extensions (6. Auflage)
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product. In this section we will show how these calculations are made; we 
will then use the consumer surplus notion in several places later in the text. 

In Chapter 4 we developed the concept of the expenditure function as a way 
of recording the minimum expenditure necessary to achieve a desired level 
of utility given the prices of various goods. We denoted this function as 

(5.44) 

where U,  is the "target" level of utility that is sought. One way to evaluate 
the welfare cost of a price increase (say, from P$ to P i )  would be to compare 
the expenditures required to achieve U, under these two situations: 

. (5.45) 

expenditures at Pk = E,  = E(P:, P,, UJ, (5.46) 

so the loss in welfare would be measured as the increase in needed 
expenditures. Thus, 

(5.47) 

Since E ,  > E,,, this change would be negative, indicating that the price rise 
makes this person worse off. On the other hand, if P, fell, E,, would exceed 
E ,  and the individual would experience a welfare gain. Knowledge of the 
expenditure function is therefore sufficient to make the kind of calculations 
we need. 

Consumer Welfare 
and Expenditure 
Functions 

expenditure = E ( P ,  P ,  U,), 

expenditures at P$ = E,  = € ( P i ,  P ,  U,) 

welfare change = E ,  - E,. 

We can make further headway in this problem by using the envelope theorem 
result (see footnote 6 of this chapter) that the derivative of the expenditure 
function with respect to P,y yields the compensated demand function, 1 1 , ~ :  

A Graphical 
Approach 

(5.48) 

In words, the change in necessary expenditures brought about by a change 
in Py is given bv the quantity of X demanded. For e\.aluating this change in 
expenditures over a "large" price change (from P$ to P,;), we must integrate 
Equation 5.48: 

change in expenditures = sl: d E  = SI'' 
p; 

P,, U,)dP,  (5.49) 

The integral in Equation 5.49 has a graphical interpretation-it is the area 
to the left of the compensated demand curve (hs )  between P i  and Pfy. This 
is our measure of welfare loss. It is illustrated as the shaded area between P$ 
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F I G U R E  5.11 

THE WELFARE LOSS OF A PRICE CHANGE 

The shaded area to the left of the compensated demand curve, k,, shows the 
amount that would have to be given to this individual to keep him or her as 
well-off at  a price of P k  as at a price of P:. A consumer who buys X, at  a price 
of P$ receives a consumer surplus of P$AP$ since this is the increase in 
expenditures that would have to be provided to make this person willing to do 
without X completely. 

X ,  X" Quantity of X per period 

and P i  in Figure 5 11. For a fall in price below P'k, the welfare gain would 
be shown by a similar area below Pi;. 

Consumer Surplus To understand the origin of the term comziirzcr surp lus  to describe the welfare 
changes we have been examining, consider the following question: How 
much would the person whose demand curve is illustrated in Figure 5.11 
need to be paid to voluntarily give u p  the right to consume X, at a price of 
PO,? A price of P i  would be sufficiently high to prompt this person to reduce 
purchases of X to zero. Hence, by our previous discussion, it would require 
extra expenditures given by area P $ A P i  to compensate this individual for 
doing without good X. Similarly, a person faced by the price P $  chooses to 

nikutta
Hier wird nocheinmal die Intuition gegeben!!
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consume XO and spends a total of P::. X,, on good X. In making these 
expenditures, he or she receives extra (or "surplus") welfare represented 
by the area P:AP':, relative to a situation in which X is not available at  all. 
In our study of monopoly and other market imperfections, we will see 
how these often result in a loss of this consumer surplus or, in some cases, 
a transfer of consumer surplus from consumers to other market partici- 
pants. 

So far, our graphic analysis of consumer surplus has made use of the 
compensated demand curve h,. Because the location of this curve depends 
on the target level of utility assumed, there is some ambiguity about which 
curve to use. For example, in connection with Figure 5.11 we described the 
extra expenditures required to attain LI,, Tvhen good x costs P,\ rather than 
P:. But in most actual applications this price rise will result in both 
substitution and income effects and a loss in utility to this individual (from, 
say, U,, to Ul).  That is, the actual market reaction to the rise in P,y would be 
to move from the point x,,, P: on the Mxshallian clemand curve ( ~ 1 , ~ )  in 
Figure 5.12 to the point X I ,  P,: on that cur\-e. At this new point, the individual 
will receive utility U, ,  and for this level of utility tlie compensated demand 
curve is represented by I 1  ( U , )  rather than the original curve, (U,,) .  The 
ambiguity then is whether the welfare loss is best described by the area 
P,\BAP'{ (as in Figure 5.11) or by the area P,\.CDP\: 'issociateci with the new 
curve, 1 i y ( U , ) .  Since the new area represents the reduction in expenditures 
that can be made in order to retain utility I I ,  ~ v h e n  tlie price of X falls from 
P,; to  P':, i t  is unclear whether ou r  original me'isurc o r  this aIternative 
measure more appropriately captures the c11,in~e i n  welfare w e  seek to 
describe. I t  d1 depends on whether 11.c xisunic tli'it I / ( )  or I / ,  is the 
appropriate utility target. 

Fortunately, we ha\.c '1 compromise iiicci5urc ci\~ailclblc. The size of the 'ireCi 
to the left ot tIie M'irsIiaI1iaii cIem,incf ciir\x! bettveen P: ~ n c i  1'1 (:,.it.cn by 
P,\CAP':) clearly falls between the size ot the cvclt'ire losses clctincci by 
li,y(L/,,) ,incl / i , ( U I ) .  Since inform,iti~in i n  the bLirsli~lli~in curve is ,ilso more 
likely to be available trom recil-worlcl data, this seems J very good 
compromise ii-icIeccI." Ot course, ii the price ch'inges we were examining 
were quite' small, there \ v o u ~  be little clistinction tiniong these three 
measures, ~ n d  i t  is common i n  many  economic discussions o f  welfare p ins  
or losses to be rather imprecise about exactly \\.h,it t!.pe of demand crirve is 
being rised for the analysis. 

Welfare Changes 
and the 
Marshallian 
Demand Curve 
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FIGURE 5.12 

WELFARE EFFECTS OF PRICE CHANGES AND 
THE MARSHALLIAN DEMAND CURVE 

d, is the usual Marshallian (nominal income constant) demand curve for good 
X. hx(Uo) and h,(U,) denote the compensated demand curves associated with 
the utility levels experienced when P; and P$ respectively, prevail. The area 
to the left of d, between P; and P i  is bounded by the similar areas to the left 
of h,(U,) and h,(U,). Hence, for small changes in price, the area to the left of 
d, is a good measure of welfare loss. 

X ,  x,, Quantrty of X per peGd 

.I-- 
EXAMPLE 5.5 

LOSS OF CONSUMER SURPLUS 
FROM A RISE IN SOFT DRINK PRICE 

These ideas can be illustrated with our  well-worn soft drink example. From 
Example 5.2 we know that the compensated demand function for soft drinks 
is given by 

(5.50) 



so, by 
P,=l  
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Equation 5.49, the welfare loss from a price increase from P, = .25 to 
is given by 

1 VP: d P ,  
change in welfare = 

Ps = 1 (5.51) I *  P, = .25 

= 2vP;P; 

If we assume V = 2 is the initial utility level, this loss (since P, = 1) is given 

loss = 4(1).5 - 4(.25).' = 2, (5.52) 
by 

which is exactly what we found in Example 5.3-when P, rises to 1, 
expenditures must rise from 2 to 4 to keep this person from being made worse 
off. If the utility level experienced after the price rise is believed to be the 
more appropriate utility target for measuring the welfare loss, then V = 1 (see 
Example 5.3) and the loss would be given by 

loss = 2 ( V 5  - 2(.25).5 = 1. (5.53) 

If the loss were evaluated using the uncompensated (Marshallian) 
demand function 

(5.54) 

the computation would be 

(5.55) 

I '  .25 

' n  Px = I -  = 0 - (-1.39) = 1.39, 

which does indeed represent a compromise between the two figures 
computed using the compensated functions. 

Q U E R Y :  In this problem total consumer surplus cannot be computed since the 
demand curves are asymptomatic to the price axis and the required integrals 
do not converge. How might you make an approximation to total consumer 
surplus in this case? Or, is our analysis only valid for relatively small changes 
in P,? 


